Great Wood Home Learning Recommendations
Year 3

May 11th – May 15th 2020

Hola 3H and 3HR! Here are the learning recommendations for next week. We hope everyone is staying safe and keeping well. A heartfelt ‘thank
you’ and a resounding ‘well done’ to everyone this week for engaging so well with the learning recommendations. We have loved seeing all of the
things that you are doing and are very proud at how everyone is demonstrating their Great Wood values. We really appreciate all the effort and
support at home and marvel at the creativity in the learning that is going on. There has been lots of fantastic work shared this week. Thank you to
Ava in 3HR for sharing her wonderful VE Day poem with us. Thank you also for sending us your ‘newsflashes’ - we really enjoyed reading them and thank you to news reporters Gabby and Elise for sharing your videos. In 3H, we have loved reading your news reports and seeing your
decorations for VE Day. A special mention to Darcey for your Flat Stanley writing and to Jessica V for your decorations and baking expertise.
Well done to everyone who made a kite too!
It looks like we have lots of brilliant young artists in Year 3. Thank you to all those who sent us their drawings inspired by Chas Jacobs; they
were simply brilliant. It’s too difficult to mention only a few.
Below is a suggested timetable for your home learning this week. Don’t worry if you don’t stick to it or don’t get everything done; they are just
recommendations for things you could do. Look at your daily pages below for more details about the activities each day.
English

Monday
Crocodiles
Create a fact file all
about crocodiles

Maths

IXL Diagnostic &
Number of the Week

Grammar,
Punctuation
and Spelling

Articles and
determiners: ‘a’ or
‘an’?

Science/Topic History: AngloSaxons

Tuesday
Crocodiles
Read a story and rewrite it in your own
words
IXL Subtraction Skills

Wednesday
Crocodiles
Vocabulary and to write
a review on a poem

Articles and
determiners: the, a, an

Prepositions: position
words

History: Anglo-Saxons

Music

IXL Subtraction Skills &
Convince Me! cards

Thursday
Crocodiles
The Enormous
Crocodile by Roald
Dahl
IXL Subtraction Skills &
Find The Difference
challenge
Prepositions: position
words

Friday
Crocodiles
The Enormous
Crocodile by Roald
Dahl
IXL Subtraction Skills &
Convince Me! card

Science – Light
PE - Yoga

DT: Design and make a
model crocodile

Prepositions

Maths – Congratulations this week go to Oliver, Georgia and George (3H) and Amelia, Gabby, Lucas and Joseph (3HR) for being the most
active pupils from each class on TT Rockstars during the past week. The competition for the top spot for the Studio Speed class leaders is
certainly becoming tighter each week. Well done to our new leader Oliver (3H) and to George Ho (3HR) for retaining his title. Huge well done to
everyone again this week and keep practising those times tables and try setting a new personal Studio Speed record this week. A few minutes of
tables practice each day is really useful and this can be done in many different ways - check your home learning pack for some other ideas.
In Maths, Monday will become our ‘Diagnostic day’. At the start of each week, we will focus on the Diagnostic arena in IXL to keep our ‘Bars as
Stars’ and make sure our Diagnostic questions are kept up to date. We will also begin our work with the Number of the Week on Monday to keep
practising our different calculation strategies.
Our focus for the rest of the week is Subtraction. Each day we will have a suggested activity or activities on IXL and may have an additional
activity linked to subtraction. Think about the different subtraction strategies we have learnt in school and decide which strategy might work best
for the calculation, activity or problem you are doing. Remember our Great Wood Maths Mantra and, for each question/calculation, ask yourself:
1)
2)
3)
4)

Do I know the answer?
Can I work it out in my head?
Do I need to do a jotting?
Do I need to use a written method?

Remember to start at 1) and work down to find the most appropriate way to solve the calculation. Can you spot any patterns or links that might
help you, e.g. number bonds or related facts? Will the calculation cross a ten or hundred boundary? What kind of jotting or written method will
you use? Does the answer match the problem?

English – This week we will begin with a look at crocodile facts and films, followed by stories and poems to enjoy together.

Grammar, Punctuation and Spelling – For the first part of the week our grammar focus is on articles and determiners (an, a, the). The
second part of the week looks at prepositions or position words. Sing along to the song to refresh your memory:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=byszemY8Pl8

History – This week we are looking at the Anglo Saxons. Who were they and where did they come from? Try and find out as much about the
Anglo Saxons as you can by visiting: https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zxsbcdm/articles/zq2m6sg#zxxxtfr%20https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=03x8Cl5SLDU

Science – This week we are continuing our topic on light. The science lesson is based around reflective light and how is keeps us safe.

DT – Make a model crocodile using recycled material.
Music – This week’s music lesson is based around minimalist music and the piece “Music for 18 musicians” by Steve Reich:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/ten-pieces/watch-this-do-this-weekly-activities/zjy3382

Get in touch
This week, we would really like to see your information poster on Crocodiles. You can also send us pictures or information about anything else
you have been working on too if you like. Ask your parents to help or do it by yourself. Remember, for 3HR, please send your email to
3rh@greatwood.lancs.sch.uk. This is only for 3HR. Anyone in Mr Hudson’s class should send work to
stephen.hudson@greatwood.lancs.sch.uk.
Great Wood is providing you with options and choices to promote learning but does not wish to put undue pressure on children and families at this time. What is
recommended will consolidate areas that the children have already covered and when we return to school teachers will make sure all gaps in learning are filled. Please
contact your child’s teacher by email if you have questions.

Dojo Points and Star of the Week
We will be using ClassDojo to award Dojo points to celebrate success in your home learning. You can earn Dojo points for a variety of things,
such as accessing IXL and TT Rockstars, reading, sending examples of work to us, or emailing to tell us what you’ve been doing. You can also
earn extra points depending on how much you do on IXL and TT Rockstars. We will also be awarding a ‘Star of the Week’ from each class with 5
Dojo points each week.
Congratulations to our Stars of the Week this week!
Elise (3HR) has been a superstar this week. We have enjoyed looking at all her
work and were particularly entertained watching her Flat Stanley newsflash. Well
done!
Oliver S (3H) has had an amazing week. Well done Oliver for your beautiful V.E.
decorations and your times table work.
Here are the Dojo points awarded to the children in 3HR and 3H. 3HR collected 159 points this week and 3H collected 210 points. Let’s see
which class can collect the most next week! Below are the current totals for each class:

3HR:

3H:

Day

English

SPaG

Maths

Suggested Afternoon Activities (if you
have time)

Monday

View this film about crocodiles and
enjoy finding out about them
together: National Geographics Kids –
Amazing Animals
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
qyTNzTYFqlw

Articles and determiners: ‘a’
or ‘an’

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood
(in a browser, not on the app).
Go to the ’Diagnostics’ page and click on
the ‘Step into the arena’ button. Answer 15 of
the questions independently and without help
from anyone else. If you get stuck or don’t know
the answer, click on the ‘I don’t know this yet >’
link and move on to the next question.

History: Anglo-Saxons

Now watch this film and enjoy
together:
Crocodile – My Animal Friends
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
_ZQe17gvPZg
Watch the film clips again. View a
small section of each film at a time,
pause the film, discuss key facts and
write them down. Also write down
any new vocabulary you have
encountered. Repeat until the film is
ended.
Discuss all the information you have
found out about crocodiles.
Look up some of the new words you
have heard in a dictionary or by using
Word Hippo.
https://www.wordhippo.com/
Create an informative poster all about
crocodiles.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the recommended
activity for today.
Top Tip 😊:
Remember if a word starts with a
consonant, we usually use ‘a’.
e.g. a dog, a ball, a flake
If a word starts with a vowel, we
usually use ‘an’.
e.g. an egg, an icicle, an orchard
Exceptions to this rule are:
A universe, a university, a unicycle
This is because the words starting
with the vowel ‘u’ are making a ‘y’
consonant sound.
An hour, an honest person, an
honourable person.
This is because the words starting
with consonant ‘h’ are making a
vowel ‘ou’ sound.

Refer to the ‘IXL Diagnostic Guidance Document’ on
last week’s email for more detailed instructions if
needed.

Visit the BBC Bitesize page. Read the text
and watch the video:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx
sbcdm/articles/zq2m6sg#zxxxtfr%20https:
//www.youtube.com/watch?v=03x8Cl5SL
DU
Research the Anglo-Saxons.

Access the Number of the Week document at
http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primarymaths/
download/file/Number%20of%20the%20Week%20Y3
%20Wk3.pdf

Can you find answers to these questions?

NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.
Have a go at answering the questions around this
week’s number. You could do them all today or
just do a few each day over the week.
Answers can be found at

Q1) Who were the Anglo Saxons and
where did they come from?
Hint: They were not one group of people
from the same place.

http://www.lancsngfl.ac.uk/curriculum/primarymaths/
download/file/Number%20of%20the%20Week%20Y3
%20Wk3%20Answers.pdf

NB: You will need to copy and paste this link to
your browser.

Q2) What influence did they have on
Britain?
Q3) What are these Anglo Saxon objects?

Tuesday

Read this story together: Trickster
Tales (this website is free but will
need a login):
https://www.oxfordowl.co.uk/api/dig
ital_books/1141.html

Articles and determiners: a,
the, an
Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the recommended
activity for today.
Top Tip 😊:
Remember articles include the words:
the, an, a
An audio is available to listen to
alongside. Re-read each page out
loud after listening to the audio.
Discuss what happened in the story
and read again.
After re-reading the story, re-tell it in
your own words. Practise your
sentences out loud before writing
them down.
Use these sentence openings to help:
One morning...
After that...
Then …
Meanwhile ...
It wasn’t long before ...
Later on ...
In the end …
Check sentences for correct spelling
and punctuation.
Why not practise reading your story
aloud to a member of your family.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link.
Have a go at the activities that have been set for
you today relating to subtraction. Try and get
your ‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for each
activity. Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and
earn your Gold medal?

Find out more about the Anglo Saxons on
the weblink below:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/topics/zx
sbcdm/articles/z23br82#zchpsbk%20http:
//www.bbc.co.uk/guides/zqrc9j6
Can you find answers to these questions:
Q1) When did they come to Britain?

Top Tip 😊:
Remember, even if the question is shown as a
column calculation, you don’t have to use this
method to work it out. Write the question out as
a number sentence, e.g. 26 – 8 = and use a
method you are confident with. Use your Maths
Mantra to help you decide.

Q2) Why did they come and stay in
Britain?

Wednesday

Read and enjoy this poem out loud
together: The Dentist and the
Crocodile by Roald Dahl
https://www.poetryfoundation.org/p
oems/89695/the-dentist-and-thecrocodile
Read the poem again out loud.
Improve how you read it using
expression.
Spot new and interesting words
(write them down) and discuss what
they mean, e.g. require, repair,
quivered, quaked, fearsome, molars,
weeping, despair, and any other new
words you find.

Prepositions:
Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the recommended
activity for today.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link.
Have a go at the activity that has been set for you
today relating to subtraction. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for the activity.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
Look at the Convince Me cards below and discuss
them with someone.
NB: You could zoom in or copy and paste them
onto a new Word document and make them
bigger if they’re too small to see here.

Use a dictionary or
https://www.wordhippo.com/ to find
meanings.
Look up the new words found in the
poem to find synonyms by using a
thesaurus or Word Hippo:
https://www.wordhippo.com/ Write
these down. This will help to practise
spelling some new words and extend
vocabulary.
TOP TIP: Remember a synonym is a
word which has a similar meaning to
another word e.g. scruffy = messy
Write a poem review using these
ideas:
I like this poem because...
My favourite words in the poem
are...
I would recommend this poem
because...
Out of 10 stars, I would give this
poem...because...

What do you think about Thinking Tom’s
statements? Is he correct? Can you explain to
someone what you think and why? Is there a link
between the two cards? Use what you know
about subtraction and remember to use your
best mathematical vocabulary!
Can you record what you think or show your
working out in some way? Have a go!

Music:
This week’s music lesson builds on your
body percussion work with JT last week.
Visit the website:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/teach/tenpieces/watch-this-do-this-weeklyactivities/zjy3382
Scroll to Week 2 – Minimalist body
percussion. Follow the steps. Can you join
in with Lucy and even improvise your own
rhythm or words?

Thursday

Read up to p9 of The Enormous
Crocodile (up until ‘... I’ve eaten at
least three juicy little children!’):
http://showpdf.rahnuma.org/children
/Stories/Roald.Dahl/Roald.Dahl_TheEnormous-Crocodile.pdf
Alternatively, listen and enjoy this
story together up to 08:11mins in the
recording below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
_A0ryZi7cPQ
Discuss what has happened in the
story so far. Make a list of the
characters which the crocodile has
met along the way, what they are
doing and eating.

Prepositions:
Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood

Select the recommended
activity for today.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link.
Have a go at the activity that has been set for you
today relating to subtraction. Try and get your
‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for the activity.
Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and earn
your Gold medal?
Go to
https://nrich.maths.org/6227
and access the Find The Difference activity. Read
the ‘Problem’ page and use your subtraction
skills to help you work through it. You can click
on the ‘Getting Started’ link to help with ideas of
how to begin solving the problem and then click
the ‘Solution’ link to find out how you did. These
are both found in the top left corner of the page.

Create a fact file, e.g.
Character 1
Name:
What are they eating?
Character 2
Name:
What are they eating?
Character 3
Name:
What are they eating?
Return to the film/story to find these
details.

Try to find more than one solution to the
problem. If you manage to find all the solutions,
you could try adding another row of 4 circles to
the bottom of the pyramid and use the numbers
1-10.
Top Tip 😊:
To help support thinking and record ideas when
solving this problem, you can use the interactive
activity on the ‘Problem’ page or print out a set of
blank pyramids from the ‘Getting Started’ page.

Science
Reflective light makes you more visible in
the dark. Watch this short clip which
explains a little abo
ut reflective materials and how they work.
https://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/clips/ztcg
9j6
Design a safety poster to encourage
people to wear reflective clothing when
walking/cycling at night.

PE
Enjoy a fun crocodile themed yoga session
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=obzF
P6eEGAg

Friday

Continue to read and enjoy this story
together. This could be from the
beginning or from where you read up
to the previous day, e.g. from p9
onwards:
http://showpdf.rahnuma.org/children
/Stories/Roald.Dahl/Roald.Dahl_TheEnormous-Crocodile.pdf

Think back on your spag learning
this week.

Or 08:11 mins onwards using the
recording here:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=
_A0ryZi7cPQ

Pick something and either add the
determiner ‘a’ or ‘an’ to it or
describe where it is using a
preposition.

Discuss what has happened in the
story and the tricks the crocodile
carried out.

You could write a poem:
An eagle was hovering above the
clouds.
An aeroplane flies around the
earth.

Write about each trick:
Trick One

What have you found trickiest?
Have a practise by looking at
objects in your house or in your
imagination.

Log in to your IXL account
at https://uk.ixl.com/signin/greatwood . Go to
the ’Recommendations’ page and click on
the ‘Skills suggested by your teacher’ link.
Have a go at the activities that have been set for
you today relating to subtraction. Try and get
your ‘SmartScore’ as high as possible for each
activity. Can you get to 80, or even reach 100 and
earn your Gold medal?
Look at the Convince Me card below and discuss
it with someone.
NB: You could zoom in or copy and paste it onto a
new Word document and make it bigger if it’s too
small to see here.

Trick Two
Trick Three
Check spelling and punctuation in
each sentence together.
What do you think about Thinking Tom’s
statement? Is he correct? Can you explain to
someone what you think and why? Use what you
know about subtraction and addition and
remember to use your best mathematical
vocabulary!
Can you record what you think or show your
working out in some way? Have a go!

DT
This week in English you have been
learning all about Crocodiles. We thought
it would be fun if you could make your
own crocodile, using things which you
have at home.

Here are some other ideas.

